Marking Time II
by Marilyn Arsem

What follows is documentation of Marilyn Arsem’s six-hour durational performance, Marking Time II,
at Edmonton’s Latitude 53 Contemporary Art Center, May 19, 2013.
The performance was organized in conjunction with Performing Research/ Practicing Performance,
an intensive “practice/theory” studio-seminar funded by the Kule Institute for Advanced Study (KIAS)
and hosted by the Department of Art and Design at the University of Alberta. Performing Research/
Practicing Performance examined performance as critical cultural practice, interrogating connections
between time, action, space, and the body, from theoretical, historical, and practical perspectives.
Seven of the eight students signed up to document (in writing) a roughly 60 minute portion of
the performance. While students were welcome to attend the whole time, none were required
to. Most left periodically, mimicking the experience of all but the most committed of audiences
for durational performance—an experience of partiality. Alongside these seven partial reflections,
the professor and the eighth student -- a photographer -- documented the performance in its entirety.
This document is an experimental attempt to collaboratively document, in multiple voices and media,
a notoriously difficult form of performance art: duration.
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Timeline

Action #1
2 PM: 20 people in the space
I enter the space. One stark bulb; white walls; black floor; black earth;
black chair; black clothes. A woman stands staring. Her hands on
the back of the chair, folded. The action seems mournful. Silent.
Oppressed, even. She stares at me. Present. Silent. Intense. My eyes
well up. She holds my gaze longer than comfortable, and then lets
me go. She repeats this action as others enter the space. We are each,
one after the other, implicated in the performance.
Slowly, Arsem leans forward, hunching over the chair. Two people
leave. I think to myself that she has only just started—how could they
leave? They don’t understand that duration demands endurance.
Perhaps they expected entertainment. Arsem leans on the chair and
we wait. She leans on hands then folded arms. Her foot gently moves
the earth—little gestures at the periphery of my vision.

Action #2
2:30 PM: 11 people in the space
A gong hits the half hour. She slowly steps back, arms holding the
chair. She then slowly stares at the light bulb above. The action is sad.
Mundane. Difficult. Boring. Moving. Poignant. We are invited to experience time differently. A slower pace. An anti-spectatorial odyssey.
We are challenges to just be with her, and, by extension, each other.
Some look embarrassed, and some moved. Some uncomfortable.
Gradually she begins to walk with her shadow. A lost other. She is
not alone. Until she reaches the end of the wall and suddenly there
is no more surface for her shadow; abandoned, she has to make her
way alone. Eyes closed, walking forward near to where we are sitting,
hoping to reach another wall, she begins her long slow march. I feel
caressed by her arm as she passes over-head. A faint scent. And,
again, the shadow on the perpendicular wall becomes a companion.
She ceases to walk alone.
She holds someone’s hand for a moment—someone in the audience.
She has made it three-quarters of the way around the space. Allowing
the action to be the action. Resisting adding anything—no entertainment, no choreographed affect. She stops. Slowly looks up at the
chair. Slides to the ground, slumped, and looks at the chair. She
stares impassively.

Action #3
3PM: 6 people in the space
She continues to stare. Half the audience has left, unsure what to do
(“is this it?” I overhear someone say). The duration that she is asking
of us – to be with her -- is not easy. She sits with hands clasped, as if
praying. She is in an act of devotion and asking the same of us.
It matters little if the space is filled or empty. Siting alone would be
enough. The performance evokes the subtle transformation of bodies
and materials over time.
Again Arsem stares at the chair, and her averted eyes give me permission to relax. My rapt attention doesn’t seem so intensely needed as
it was a minute ago. I let my mind wander a bit.
I don’t know how she made the transition but she is now leaning “L”
shaped against the wall.
I change my perspective. I am now at the very back of the space.
Her head bows, and again she stares at the chair. This action is a
repetition, but it seems different than the last time. Dejected, perhaps.
Confrontational? Staring at that chair, cloth, earth. Oppressed by it?
I feel my body/my posture/what it means to sit/stand/watch/attend.
I am feeling oppressed as well. Suddenly she gets up, walks to
the corner, and leans her head against the far wall.

Action #4
3:30PM: 8 people in the space
She turns and leans against the wall, arms folded. She looks at the
chair, walks over to it, takes up the cloth, holds it up, and slowly does
a twist with it in space. The cloth floats over the chair and earth as if
covering a corpse. Leaning forward, she slowly pulls on the cloth to
reveal the earth and chair. She repeats the action with slight variation a few times and then backs herself into a corner. Runs, grabs
the cloth, and whisks it away. She returns, covering just the earth
this time. And slowly, again, pulls it off. Each pull is like a caress.
Each pull is like a wish -- that pulling off the cloth will magically
make something new appear. We see her mind at work, deciding what
to do. She runs to the wall, buries her head, and walks painstakingly
slowly towards the cloth. The mound of earth becomes a presence.
She then begins a series of futile actions, throwing the shawl up and
trying to cover the mound “just so” as it lands. We watch her fail in
her task again and again, though precisely why she needs the cloth
to cover the earth in this way and not that is unclear. The few moments
that the cloth does land the right way, she stops and quietly holds the
edges of the mound in silence.
The sound of the air conditioner, overhead, suddenly stops. The cloth
is perched over the earth and chair and the whole room seems to
hold its breath. What was just the soundscape of the room becomes
a presence suddenly gone. What was not experienced as noise has
disappeared, and the world is silent. Slowly, the cloth falls again and
she retreats at a snail’s pace trailing the cloth with her. We hear new
sounds fill the space. Sirens on the street. And we remember the
world around this spot.

Action #5
4PM: 9 people in the space
Arsem walks around the space with the cloth above her head, as if
covering someone who is walking beside her. I am reminded of
Joseph Beuys—an image of the artist half under a felt blanket talking to a hare. She continues around the room, a repetition of the
earlier action-with-shadow, but this time with-cloth.
She looks up, looks down. The action is unclear to me. Is she trying
to get the fringe of the cloth to just touch the ground? Is she trying to
keep a certain amount of space between her and the cloth – perhaps
enough for another human body? Eventually she lays the cloth down
like a rectangular hole in the ground; a grave plot waiting for a body.
She ruffles the cloth, letting air run under it, creating mini-waves.
This action continues, bigger and smaller. With will and with exhaustion. Over and over. Maybe a hundred times.
I think of the seas. I think of the winds blowing things away. I wonder
if she is in pain; I am. My body hurts on this floor. I move. I switch
to one of benches placed in each doorway. I overhear two snippets
somewhere behind and above me:
(1) “…I don’t mean that in a religious sense. Well, just a little bit.”
Someone is referring to the feeling of this performance but
I have no idea to what exactly.
(2) “She’s a little “Black Market” isn’t she?” They are referring a
performance art group, Black Market International, known for
action-based durational works.
I turn my attention back to the performance. I see her scrunch the cloth
into a ball. She carries it away and then reinstalls it as a black rectangular void at this side of the space. It sits next to the chair and dirt.
She walks to the corner and observes. She comes back, repositions
the cloth, steps back, and re-observes. Re-positions. Re-observes.
This seems to be about relation. Relation of cloth-to-chair-to-dirt.
Of void to presence.
We all are watching. Slowly.

Action #6
4:30 PM: 12 people in the space
The gong signals a shift. She folds the cloth into a small rectangle on
the ground, sits next to it and stares at the chair. Stares at the dirt.
Stares into space. As she contemplates the chair and dirt, we are
asked to.
I look away for a moment, and when I look back she has covered
herself in the cloth like a shroud. The light is stark, and the earth
and chair dramatic in their presence. She lies there for the rest of
the action, still. Barely breathing. Most of the audience leaves.

Action #7
5PM: 4 people in the space
The gong signals to her that it is time to move. Slowly one hand lifts,
stretching towards the sky. She lets that hand drop to her abdomen.
Her right hand moves to her side, and the body becomes less lifeless.
She again raises her left hand and lets it fall. She repeats this action
a number of times, each time the hand crumples a slightly different
way—each time it creates a different drawing in space.
Eventually she folds the cloth, then uses it to gently brush up the dirt
that has, over the course of three hours, spread out into the space.
I read this as a tender act: the cloth caresses the floor and gently,
slowly, painstakingly, takes up the dirt, stopping periodically to
stare at the chair. The action begins to look futile, as the very act of
sweeping with the cloth itself drops dirt around the space. But still,
she persists.
At a certain point Arsem stops and fixes her hair. The space is spare
and mournful.
She wanders the periphery of the space, lays the cloth at the foot
of the chair, and deliberately works its position until it is “just right.”
She stands, again, behind the chair, hands folded, and stares at
us again.

Action #8
5:30PM: 9 people in the space
Slowly Arsem tilts the chair. We watch the earth pouring down onto
the cloth. Slowly at first, then quicker. She shakes the last bit of
earth from the chair and drops it with a crash onto the concrete floor.
The sound startles. And makes me sad. Or lonely. Or something…...
She turns to the earth that was under the chair and slowly scrapes
it up with her fingers to join the rest. The sound of her hand scraping the floor is like sandpaper and though I know it is only earth,
it seems to hurt.
Eventually she gathers the edges of the cloth and ties them together.
She rights the chair and sits with the wrapped earth in a bundle on
her lap.
A number of people have since entered the space. No dirt is visible.
Just a woman holding a black cloth. Those who have just arrived
don’t know what this solitary woman dressed in black in the middle of
a room has been doing.
Arsem begins to lean into the cloth, trying to find a comfortable
position. There is a four-year old child in the space who seems unsure
how to react to what she is seeing. The room is silent. Everyone keeps
to the edges. Arsem’s presence fills the space with mourning, or
melancholia, or, at the very least, solemnity.
Slowly she looks up and stares at individual audience members again,
but this time a little more quickly, it seems. This is the third time she
has stared directly into my eyes over the course of the day and it
seems both quicker and emptier. I remember someone this morning
asking “is this all there is?” Yes. A bunch of bodies in space. Unspectacular and present. This is all there is.

Action #9
6PM: 15 people in the space
The clock chimes the passing of time. Now that we hear six chimes,
the feeling of time passing is more palpable. Arsem paces back and
forth, carrying the heavy bag of earth (I am guessing thirty pounds).
She moves she comes closer and closer to where I am sitting, making
her way slowly across the floor. As she gets to the wall where I (and
others) sit she encroaches on our space, forcing us to let her step in
between crossed legs and brushing our faces with her hair and skirt.
I eventually move. Her face is solemn as she crosses the room in first
one direction then the other. She has already forced an exchange of
looks. Now she forces physical contact.
The action continues, quiet. She has reached the other wall and five
people adjust their feet, looking at each other and seeming to wonder
how she will make her way through and over them. Most are kind:
they adjust and allow themselves to become a part of the structure
of the piece. The sequential scripting of this action invites us to
anticipate when we will be in the way and when we will be called on
to react; when we will become the focal point of the action.

Action #10
6:30PM: 11 people in the space
Halfway through the room, Arsem reaches the chair and stands on it.
After a moment or so she begins to untie the cloth, lets the earth fall
to the floor and starts to touch it. I look around to those who entered
the space without knowing what was inside the cloth. The mound lies
like a body in front of her. She shrouds it with the cloth.
Returning to the chair she spins it around on one leg and places it at
a viewing distance from the mound. She changes her mind, moves
it—it scrapes uncomfortably across the floor – and finds a new spot.
I watch her, stark against the white background. She contemplates
the earth impassively and we do the same to her.
After a substantial pause she moves the chair one inch closer and
resumes her seat. Action. Repeat. But this time she moves it two feet.
Action. Repeat. Varying the pace and length, getting closer and closer
to the covered mound of earth.
There is one golden moment, when no cameras are clicking, and I am
not typing, and we all look with her/at her. The space seems thick
with group attention. She is getting closer and closer and we, who
have endured with her, are watching, rapt.
Duration invites contemplation and invites time. Like a good run,
it takes time to break a sweat and generate endorphins. Watching
durational performance is similar. Now, at the end of five hours, I am
in “the zone.”

Action #11
7PM: 14 people in the space
The chime rings 7pm. Arsem places the cloth on the ground and lies
on top of it. She is lying in “the void,” looking over at “the mound.”
One lonely chair faces the wall. The chair, mound of dirt, and Arsem
on the cloth make a triangle in the space.
After a while Arsem moves to her knees, stands, and begins to push
the dirt with her hands. From this angle I am not sure what she is
doing exactly, but is looks like a mixture of sifting and rubbing and
caressing and spreading, as if letting the earth dictate her movements.
The action becomes agitated. She begins to fling dirt. It spreads like
rubble across the floor—a gesture drawing in earth. Her fingers scrape
as she goes over the same patch twice as if looking for something.
She finds a small ball of compacted earth and breaks it slowly between
her fingers. Then another.
The hour wears on. Already the dirt is fifteen or twenty feet square.

Action #12
7:30 PM: 9 people in the space
The gong chimes to signal the last thirty minutes of the piece.
Arsem stands to one side and contemplates the growing island of
dirt. She circles the periphery and continues in her task. Walks and
crumbles and spreads. Walks and crumbles and spreads.
When she reaches the chair, she picks it up and caries it to a new
location. She places the cloth on the chair back, and leans gently
against it in the same position that she started, five and a half hours
ago. Everything is identical except that the earth is now scattered.
She then walks to the wall and reaches out to it with the back of her
hand in order not to leave a mark with the dirt that now encrusts her
fingers. This time, as she moves along the wall and through our legs,
there is no hint of confrontation. She walks with one hand, alone.
The light has changed.
After one full rotation she sits back in the chair, wraps the cloth
around her, lies down, and rolls in the dirt.
There are nine minutes left. She rolls onto her belly, then against the
wall and slowly presses herself against it. The. minutes. seem. to. go.
slower. and. slower.
The gong strikes eight. Arsem rolls onto her back, leaving a dirt
shadow where her body was pressed to the wall.
She gathers herself, and slowly sits up.
Stands.
And leaves.

1:45—3:00
by Theresa Holzman
At the sound of a chime, we were led into the main room, where the
artist was standing propped against a chair, hands clasped firmly on
its backing. She was dressed all in black, echoing the chair’s simple
design, with her hair worn long and free flowing. On the seat of the
chair was a pile of dirt. Earth was also scattered on the floor at her
feet, but the area directly beneath the chair was clean. The room
itself felt heavy, even though it was an open, airy space with stark
white walls. There was only one light source—a bare, unobstructed
light bulb that hung precariously from a single wire above and
behind the artist’s head. The position of the light bulb created a halo
against which her figure was silhouetted.
The artist held completely still, eyes closed and head tilted down.
Slowly, she raised her head to acknowledge every observer in the
room one by one. When her gaze fell on me, I felt a profound sense
of unease. Unsettled. It was as though she was bringing her
observers into her piece by engaging them in eye contact.
She curled forwards to rest her hands on the pile of dirt on the
chair’s seat. It felt intimate, like a gentle caress. I could almost feel
the earth beneath my own fingertips.
Something about this piece felt very funerary: the black clothes,
the solemnity, the heaviness, the longing. Scattered earth made me
think of the burial ritual where the relatives of the deceased throw
handfuls of soil on the coffin before it is interred. We will all return
to earth one day; placing earth upon a chair like a living person
made me think of a loved one lost.
The artist rose and backed up slowly so that the tips of her fingers
were no longer touching the chair. She wavered on her feet before
taking small shuffling steps backwards, tracking dirt under her feet,
until she was no longer connected to the chair. This felt like a great
loss, since they had been so intimate before. She paused to glance
upwards towards the light, reminiscent of hagiographic iconography.
I vicariously felt the light burn my own retinas.
She turned from the light and continued backing up, away from the
chair and towards the blank white wall. It’s only then that I noticed
her shadow: dark and looming, growing ever larger as she passed
underneath the light.

It was a relief when she finally reached the wall since she seemed
so unsteady on her own feet. She leaned her forehead to the wall,
outstretched her arms, and pressed her palms against the flat,
smooth surface. Then, quickly, she brushed her palms in quick, bold
strokes up and down the wall, over and over again. It made a pleasant,
wind-like whooshing noise—the only sound in the room aside from
the steady hum of the ventilation system.
She backed away, almost hesitantly, and turned so that the fingertips
of one hand trailed against the wall. Using the wall as her guide,
she took small slow steps, experiencing the space through her hands
much like a blind person would. She continued along the wall, drawing ever nearer to where I was sitting. For some reason my heart sped
as she approached, as though I feared that she would “catch me” if
she touched me—like a strange game of Sandman. Silly, perhaps.
I made myself small and she slowly passed over me with one arm
stretched overhead. It was something of a relief. Her shadow, however,
was inescapable—it touched everyone she passed over—but I only
noticed this when she was on the other side of the room.
Once she made the complete circuit, she knelt to the floor with her
back against the wall. That was when I felt my time was up.

3:30—4:30
by Laura Anne Porter
At 3:30
I entered the space. I saw an austere yet elegant set up: the chair,
the cloth, the dirt, the exposed lightbulb, and the emptiness.
Warm light, cold walls.
I wondered how did that dirt get on the chair? I saw a large patch
on the floor that was slightly brown where dirt had previously been.
A trace referencing a moment in time that I hadn’t been here
to witness.
She moves so slowly I can feel the wall sliding against her hand.
She reminds me of a mother out of bed in the middle of the night,
unable to sleep.
She moves along the walls with closed eyes and catches the hand of
a young woman. Neither of them flinch; their fingers linger. As she
comes closer to me everything becomes electric.
She is the only one that makes any sound.
As I sit for longer my senses get dialed up. I become aware of the white
noise coming from the ventilator.
She looks away from the chair, like she can’t bear the sight.
I felt very heavy as I watched her.
I began to think she was stuck in this room with the dirt and the chair.
Not in the sense that she was performing a duration piece, just as a
person dealing with her grief. Like she couldn’t leave and wouldn’t if
she had the choice.
She covered the dirt on the chair; some leaked out onto the floor.
Time went so slowly watching her, but not in an uncomfortable way.
If I looked away long enough to write a full sentence I felt I had missed
something crucial.
I saw loss, death, and the isolation of the bereaved woman.
I left at 4:30.

4:30—5:30
by Kayla Callfas
Begin: 4:30.
I enter the space. A large, open gallery room; the walls white,
the floors a textural and industrial looking cement type material.
The room is staged with a single wooden chair with dirt piled high
on its seat and a single hanging light bulb. Some of the dirt from
the chair has been displaced onto the floor; pathways through it
leave subtle hints as to what has happened before my arrival.
A handful of witnesses are spread out around the perimeter of
the room, watching Marilyn who stands before the chair with a
black scarf resting on its back.
Slowly Marilyn steps her body away from the chair. As she moves
back the scarf falls to the dirt on the seat of the chair and ultimately
drags to the floor, taking some of the dirt with it. She continues
slowly walking backwards, the dragging scarf creating a shadow of
a pathway with the dirt. In her extreme slowness it is as though she
is making a point to experience every movement of her body. With
these motions she is moving towards me. I feel the anticipation of
knowing that if she continues on her same path she will ultimately
walk right into me. I consider moving to avoid this interaction, but
instead challenge myself to stay in place. She is now close. Uncomfortably close. Her movements become even slower. Will she touch
me? Does she know exactly where my body begins and hers ends?
A chime sounds. She turns her body slightly, and slowly orbits
around me. She is so near that I can physically feel her presence
despite our lack of physical contact. My breath is held as I try to be
impossibly still, as if in hopes this stillness will allow me invisibility,
allow me to escape this uncomfortable closeness of the artist.
Finally, she moves away from me. I breathe a sigh of relief.
She begins now to move more quickly. Tracing the white walls of
the gallery. Holding the scarf over her raised arm. The scarf cascades
down her body, transforming her into a figure that calls to mind
images of death, specifically for me of images from the film
“The Seventh Seal.” As she moves through the large barren space
there seems to be a constant consciousness of the position of
the chair and the artist’s body in relation to it.
Marilyn continues to explore her relationship with this scarf, at times
stopping to breathe in all its intricacies and possibilities. She lays
the scarf flat on the ground. She begins to cast waves through the

fabric. Experimenting with the how the slightest twitches of her
hands or full sweeping gestures of her arms impact the flowing
movements of the scarf.
As she continues these movements, I shift my focus to the soundscape
of the room. There is a loud and ever-present hum of a refrigerator
filling the air. Occasionally this sound is cut by the metallic jangling
of something moving through the buildings ventilation system.
I listen to these sounds for quite some time. Then finally the hum of
the cooler relents, changing the soundscape completely. Things are
now more still. I am able to hear the muffled sounds of the street
leaking into the building. I can hear cars gently swishing by and
the occasional roar of what I assume to be a motorcycle engine.
With this new stillness I am even able to hear the sounds of the
building shifting its weight. What strikes me as strange however
is that I am unable to identify any sounds coming from Marilyn.
She is kneeled, sending waves through the scarf, but for some
reason, I cannot hear her.
Marilyn completes the motion of casting waves through the scarf and
begins with extreme care to very slowly fold up the scarf into a small
package. She raises the compact scarf to her face and embraces it,
breathing it in deeply. She then moves around the gallery at a quick
pace, contrasting the extreme slowness of her previous gestures.
She seems to be looking around at the audience, looking for something. Finally she seems to have found the place for which she was
searching. She lays out the scarf flat on the ground and walks herself
quickly to a corner of the room. There is a beautiful triangulation
created between her body, the scarf and the chair. She stays here
for a moment and then quickly returns to the scarf, places it in a new
configuration and then returns to the corner to create a new form.
She continues to create variations of these beautiful and purposeful
compositions that each only exist for a few short moments.
As she is still moving around, I leave my seat and begin to move
through the space, seeking to experience the space from a new
vantage point. Marilyn is again looking around at the audience.
We lock eyes as I am mid-step. Again, I am brought into how
uncomfortable it feels to be acknowledged by the artist. I look
away and continue walking until I reach the other side of the room.
As I look back an entirely new experience of the piece and the space

emerges. Bright daylight floods into my eyes through an entry way
to the space. Several people stand in this entry creating a silhouetted
tableau which backdrops the scene Marilyn has created. Marilyn now
lies near them, arms and legs stretched in one long line. Her scarf
lays over her, covering her completely. She lies like this completely
still as though waiting for burial.
A great deal of time passes, and still she lays motionless, hidden
by her scarf. It comes time for me to leave. I take a few moments
to collect my belongings and take some last moments to reflect on
what I have seen. I cannot help but read themes of loss, mourning
and lifecycle. I see the traces she makes with her movements as a
pilgrimage, as a way of remembering, of gathering and dispersing,
loving and leaving.
End: 5:30

4:45—5:45
by Caitlin Burt
In the centre of the gallery space is a plain black chair, heaped with
a pile of brown dirt. Dirt is scattered around the chair, too, on the
concrete floor. In some places it is in clumps and in others it extends
out into the space like tracks or traces. The atmosphere in the room
is silent, almost reverent. A single light bulb hangs from the ceiling,
above and just behind the chair, casting faint shadows on the back wall.
When I enter the space Marilyn is seated on the floor a few feet away
from the chair and dirt, her legs extended in front of her and covered
by what appears to be a black scarf. There are about five people besides myself watching. As I find a seat Marilyn lies down on her back
and slowly covers her face, torso, and legs with the scarf, leaving only
her arms revealed.
After some time Marilyn raises her left hand, slowly, until her forearm
is perpendicular to the floor. Then she slowly extends her arm above
her body, her fingers reaching toward the ceiling.
People enter and exit the space freely. A young woman enters, holding a Starbucks drink, and takes a photo of the chair with her phone.
Marilyn’s hand drops onto her stomach. The sound is audible. A moment later she raises her arm again, then drops it across her neck.

Symbolism of the fabric: veil, funeral shroud, blanket.
Again she raises her arm and slowly, slowly, extends her fingers.

Tentative movements, reaching out, attempts to make contact.
Symbolism of dirt: metaphorical roots, growth, place, breaking new
ground, burial, rebirth, earth, organic matter, decay.
After some time Marilyn lifts the fabric from her face and slowly
folds it down onto her chest, then to her waist. She sits up, legs fully
extended, and folds the blanket to her knees. Her long hair reaches
to her hips. Carefully she folds the blanket into a square and removes
it from her body.
A chime sounds from somewhere in the space and I am unsure
whether or not it is a part of the performance. Marilyn rises onto
her knees and begins to use the folded scarf to sweep some of the
scattered dirt aside. She unfolds the scarf and then folds it again.
She seems to be inspecting the floor around her, and when she sees
some dirt, she sweeps it aside.

She rises onto her hands and knees, then stands. Bending at the
waist, she moves slowly throughout the space and continues to
sweep the scattered dirt back towards the centre of the space. Both
her steps and the delicate sweeping of the fabric against the floor
are audible when she is near me. There is a careful attention in the
way she observes, bends, sweeps. As she bends she holds her hair
out of the way with one hand, against her body.
Her clothes do not appear to be dirty and I wonder how the dirt was
scattered if not by her body.

Stewardship. Attentiveness. New beginnings, a blessing.
She continues to make her way slowly throughout the space,
sweeping the dirt into a rough circle around and beneath the chair,
stopping now and then to contemplate it or to inspect the floor.
The floor is not smooth, and the fabric grates against it.
She stops behind the chair and drapes the scarf over it. I’m not sure,
but I think she pins some of her hair back. Then she picks up the scarf
and resumes sweeping. Most of the dirt is now in a pile under the
chair, with the exception of one trail which she now begins to sweep
towards the rest. Occasionally she stops and touches the floor with
her fingertips.
After some time she unfolds the scarf completely, lays it down in front
of the chair and appears to pick some dirt off of it with her fingers.
She circles the chair once, examining the arrangement, and adjusts
the scarf’s position.
Standing behind the chair she adjusts her hair, then rests her hands
on the chair’s back. Slowly she begins to tip the chair forward.
It looks like she is going to pour the pile of dirt from the chair onto
the scarf. She inches it forward slowly, absorbed. Finally the dirt
begins to slide off.
A single chime sounds.
Perhaps this is how she keeps time. I have no sense of how much
time has passed since I started watching.
After tilting the chair all the way forward she lets it hit the ground
with a sound that resonates in the silent space. Then she tips it back
and lets it fall forward again with force, producing a loud and
startling bang.

She returns to the pile of dirt and begins moving it with her hands,
sweeping what is left on the floor onto the scarf, a little at a time.

The labour of her body as she bends and sweeps the ground.
The sounds of her hands brushing the ground, slowly and then quickly.
After she has piled all of the dirt onto the scarf she kneels in front
of it. She picks up the corners of the scarf, folds them over the dirt,
then gingerly ties them. She reaches out and collects any remaining
bits of dirt from the floor nearby, then rises to her feet. She picks up
the chair and sets it, upright, in front of the bundle of dirt. She picks
up the bundle and sits in the chair, placing it on her lap. Her head is
bowed and her eyes closed. She embraces the dirt with her hands.
Is this ritual? Penance? It is private—we are not invited into her
experience.
Mother?
She lowers her head and embraces the dirt with her whole body.

5:30—6:30
by Timothy Mikula
All black; a folded black cloth sweeping dirt to a pile in the centre of
the white room. A single lightbulb casting light; a burst of low evening
sun bleeding in from the glass door. A black chair in the centre of
the room; a pile of dirt where a person would sit.
The cloth is unfolded. Each unfold, laid on the ground, doubling its size.
From the chair, pushed on the fulcrum of the front two legs, black dirt
pours in a slow cascade. Handfuls of dirt from the floor are moved to
the cloth, gathered up, swathed, and held.
Silhouetted all black on a black chair, clutching a black cloth filled
with black dirt, long grey hair that matches the pavement in the
empty white room. Unswept bits of dirt speckle the floor. Sheet
wrapped around dirt, held like a baby: protective, defensive, consuming. Shifted weight, dancing feet, wandering gaze, attempted silence
overwhelmed by the silent hum of the building and street outside.
Arsem is still, solemn, a silhouette distended by outside light before
it melts into the cement floor. Her feet are still dancing while she sits,
searching for a foothold. I sneeze and it echoes in the room. A gaze
like a searchlight slowly rotates against itself. She clutches the bag
of dirt—turned away, safe, solitary in a perimeter we dare not cross.
Tapping fingers. Hair flip. The ticking drone of a jangling alarm clock.
A step west. Depth. Pause. Large step. Smaller once again. Her shadow
meets her at the wall. Again and again it melts away and returns
along the underside to meet her at the opposites side. Closer and closer,
with each pace across the room. The expanse of the floor is covered,
crosshatching the grid in perfect two dimensional pointillist totality.
She progresses along the side of the wall where there are 3 of us
seated. A pause, and a delicate step placed where she can and
she continues.
What space were we taking up? Tiny patches of the floor untrod by
her feet. Pacing, now perpendicular to the snaking course that took
her to the west wall. Met at the opposite wall, a step over, and she
continues. We remain complicit in the space, those of us sitting along
the wall. Hugging our own perimeter, some move out of the way and
some stay in place. Our presence creates tattoos of absence where
she didn’t walk. Permanent silhouettes.

Now approaching the chair, the alarm goes off. She steps up, and
down, and up. The square beneath the chair, now similarly imprinted
by a lack of her steps. Dirt swathed in fabric still held close to her
body. Downward, focused. It is funeral procession. It is pilgrimage.
The dirt swathed against her is witness to the unswept specks that
dot the floor.
Marilyn stands up, walks to the wall. Holding the sac tightly, protectively. Shadows on the wall measure the space and time as she
moves. Her slow steps keep moving back and forth between two sides
of the room. She holds the sac as if she is holding something that is
alive. Fragile, it needs care. She walks back and forth. She steps into
the spaces between our legs and keeps walking forward. She steps
onto the chair, nothing is in her way.
Pause.
Adjust.
She has a look in her eye: she has gone through much, and now
she has achieved a state of peace, or even fearlessness.

6:20—7:15
by Chenyi Liao
She negotiates the audience with eye contact. They move so she can
step forward. By going lane by lane in a grid, she is walking the space
without missing a square inch. She stands on the chair, looks around.

Stands up, takes the fabric on the back of the chair and lays it down
on the ground. Crawls onto it; lays flat on top of it and hold her arms
underneath her chin.

Stops walking; sits still on the chair.

She looks at the body from far away. Lays herself on the ground next
to the soil. She sees everything on the same horizon.

She kneels down on the floor and unties the sac: the soil inside now
turned into a “body”. She lays the fabric on top.

She pushes the soil.

Silence.

She grabs the soil.

She walks to the chair, and moves to a new spot by rotating one tip of
the leg of the chair. Moves again and again while keeping her gaze on
the “body.”

She gathers a pile, then flattens it evenly on the ground.

One step closer to the “body”.

Moving the soil carefully around, larger and larger, her fingers create
tracks in the field. Once it becomes a half circle she stands up and
moves to the left side and begins another pattern.

Gaze fixed.

Tracks.

Adjusting her posture, left hand lays on top of the right.
One step closer.
Holding the chair with her arms straight.
Leans forward.
One step closer...
One step closer...
One step closer...
(anticipation)
One step closer...
Keep staring at the “body”.
She drags the chair forward and closer to the object. Now it is right
in front of her. She slides forward, and lifts up the fabric.
Examines the soil.
After a while, she lifts the chair and moves to the corner, facing to
the wall.
She turns, stares at the soil. Again.

7:14—8:03
by Harley Morrison
We are in a long rectangular room. White. Grey concrete floor. Just
over a dozen present, and Marilyn. Sun seeps in through the front
door, meeting the light of a single incandescent bulb which hangs
from the ceiling to illuminate the “white cube”. A black shawl is on
the ground at one end of the space (on the diagonal) while a black
wooden chair is at the other. The fourth corner of the bulb, shawl,
and chair, is Marilyn, in all black, an array of brown dirt spread out
before her.
She runs her fingers through the dirt, painting with it. Then tosses
the dirt in sharp strokes, the crumbs tumbling over the concrete. It
nearly takes up the whole width of the space. The shape is circular
around her body; a semi-circle with the open end facing the shawl
and entrance.
This is not a social space. The onlookers are silent, passively observing her dusting the dirt aside—releasing it from its once compact
form. She crawls on her hands and knees, her grey hair dragging in
the dirt, spreading it further from its center, marking the ground and
sculpting a pattern. She lifts her palms for a moment and they are
black. She stands. Walks to the center. Then to the perimeter. Finds
a spot where the dirt is thicker and brushes it aside. As she spreads
the earth she stops and crumbles thicker blobs of it, letting the
crumbs fall to the ground. She bushes the clumps away with irritation, sprinkling them over bare concrete.
The world outside does not stay there; it interferes with the performance. Sounds of traffic pervade the space. Marilyn does not attend
to it. She continues spreading. Crumbling. Spreading. An onlooker
picks up a clump of dirt. Examines it in his hand, smells it. Throws it
back toward the pile.
I stare at the large spread of dirt. Is she planting something? Performing the first stage of the age-old ritual of cultivation? Is the lightbulb
the sun? It is a large task—she has been here for nearly 5 1/2 hours.
She continues to spread the soil. This soil is isolated as topsoil; the
only fertile material. It contrasts starkly with the concrete: man-made
earth.
She ties up her hair.
The sweeping goes on.

The earth has now spread to connect the chair to the shawl. An unseen clock produces a single chime to mark the half-hour. She listens
and thinks. Then stands at the dirt’s perimeter to examine the work
she has accomplished. Bending, she unclumps more pieces of soil
and begins to sweep again. She picks up the chair and carries it along
the edge of her (imperfect) circle, and places it on the same side as
the shawl. She continues to sweep and unclump.
Takes the shawl, swoops it up and shakes it out. Drapes it over the
back of the chair. Folds her arms over the back of the chair. Studying
the earth. Unsatisfied. Self-deprecating. This is not going well.
She unfolds her hands and closes her eyes, looking down to the seat,
searching for an answer within her self. She opens her eyes, shakes
her head and walks along the wall letting the back of her hand trail
across it. The lightbulb distorts her shadow as she gets to the corner,
and it suddenly becomes smaller. She leans in the corner of the room
then comes towards where I am sitting on the floor. She touched the
hand of some spectators, and goes right over my head. Methodically
making her way back to the chair. She sits, facing her dirt.
Considering. Biting her tongue. Thinking. Not happy with what she
sees. Pure silence has been hard to come by in this performance, but
it happens for a moment or two.
The room is so still that the concrete appears to be somehow rocking,
like waves.
Marilyn wraps herself in the shawl and slowly slides off the chair on
to her side. Her back. She extends her legs and rolls over the earth,
over the concrete, across the circle. She stops near the other side.
Breathes.
Sleeps?
After about 5 minutes she rolls onto her back with the shawl covering
her face. Has she dug her own grave?
No. She stirs again after a few more minutes, rolling into the face of
the wall. She curls up against it, directly across the room from the
chair. She rolls once more, her front right against the wall, parallel to
the floor. Flat against it. An unusual position.

How aware of the time is she? She is in this position with 5 minutes
to go. Does she know this? If the end does not seem to come, will she
do something else? Or is she finished? It seems we all are waiting for
the clock to release us. I try and refrain from checking the time and
fully experience these minutes in my state of heightened anticipation.
The clock chimes eight PM, startling many in the room. The sound
fades. Marilyn peels herself from the wall. The performance has not
quite ended. The artist and audience have not yet been re-united in
the same level of being. She lays on her back; withdraws herself
from the work.
Stands.
Exits the space.
A moment of silence, the tension of performance still there. And then,
clapping. The energy fades, but there is still a reverence about the
remains of the space. When will that disappear, I wonder?

